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DiMaggio sizes up the pitch...

With

his eyes still focused on the
batted ball...

He

starts

that

Joe

follows

devastating

through

swing...

Squarely ... solidly... bat meets

in a tremendous

release of driving power.

A remarkable series of repetitive
show you the famous DiMaggio

ball.

flashes
swing

and follow-through all in this one picture
above. Below, at the left, you see Joe enjoying a Camel. For with Joe DiMaggio,

when

the game

is over,

it’s “now

Camel.” Yes, Camel—the milder
with less nicotine in the smoke.

here

Right off the bat,
Di Maggio, shown
at

easy
milder

flavor

“TI
on

home,

will

tell

find Camels
the throat—

in every
way.
they’ve
got
the

that

hits

the

smoke

of slower-burning

Camels

contains

28% LESS NICOTINE
than

the

average

largest-selling

QUALITY

Joe

The

of the

cigarettes

.

4 other
tested —

less than any of them— according
to independent scientific tests of
the smoke itself!

CROACE

I'VE SMOKED
CAMELS
FOR 8 YEARS.
THEY HAVE THE
MILDNESS THAT
COUNTS WITH
ME

for a

cigarette

spot
every
time.
You
bet I like Camels!”’

THE

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Meet Some Of The Fathers
© By Anruony SosBocinskI
From the department of the classics comes
this informative article on the writings of
four of the Fathers. The Exponent welcomes
such contributions because they tend to give
the students here at U. D. an insight into
what is going on in other sections of the
University.

We

don’t

want

to have

a one-_

track mind.

|

WOULD like to have you meet several of the
Fathers. I mean the Latin Fathers. You know, they
are the early Christian writers. Since they are getting
equal publicity now with Cicero, Horace, and Virgil,
I looked for a reason why Latin scholars are interested
in the Fathers as well as in the classic authors. ‘The
answer lies in the educational values inherent in the
writings of these Christian writers. {n their works you
have the “qualities of composition which are characteristic of the classic writers” as well as many fields
of learning.
If you recall, the Fathers flourished in the first few
centuries of the Christian era. I wish to tell you about

four of them: Tertullian, Minucius Felix, St. Cyprian,
and

St.

Augustine.

They

were

educated

Romans,

formed under the same system as all educated
of the Empire. The popular type of education,
ing of grammar and rhetoric in that order, was
these men took up and the one which appeared
writings.

Romans
consistthe one
in their

Here is the way their course of studies ran in grammar. In childhood, speaking and writing correctly was
the prime objective. Grammar for syntax or structure
followed; with reading as well as comment on the
poets: Terence, Horace, Virgil, and Cicero concluding

the grammar program.
In

rhetoric,

the

students

again

took

up

correct

speech. As in all rhetoric courses throughout the ages,
the second course comprised written discourses, refutations, and panegyrics. To finish, the teacher set the
boys declaiming.
‘The leading figure in the school of the Fathers was
‘Tertullian. In his Companion to Latin Studies, John
Sandys sums up in a sentence the four characteristics
you will find in the man’s style, namely “mingled
metaphors from the camp and the law court with the
language of letters and the language of the people.”
In the camp metaphors, you see the influence of his
dad who was a centurion. The language of the court
hints that ‘Tertullian was a lawyer. The men of letters
such as Juvenal and ‘Tacitus, were looking over his
shoulder as he wrote, evidently. The language of the
people which Tertullian incorporated in his works was
nothing else than his native Carthaginian.
To Tertullian we owe recognition for the many new
words which he coined. ‘True, he gave new words to
the Latin; but through the Latin these words have
come into our own American speech. Christianity
found itself with ideas new to the world but a deficiency of vocabulary for expressing these ideas properly.
Tertullian with his touch of genius fittingly put these
thoughts into words. If you look into Harper’s or one

of the other good Latin dictionaries, you can find such
words

as:

abomination,

blaspheme,

compassion,

dis-

cretion, exaltation, episcopate, illumination, protector,
persecutor, justify, and vivify attributed to ‘Tertullian’s
invention. Then take today’s paper; you will see that
these are the words we depend on for the communication of our ideas. Thus for the building of English
vocabulary, scholars are having recourse to ‘Tertullian’s
works.
Minucius Felix is another one of the Fathers growing in popularity with college students. Minucius
studied and practiced law in Rome. You can imagine
Page three

the the experience he
was the New York of
plenty happened. His
which mean much to

got in and about the city which
the day. Especially in the courts
work gave him personal contacts
a writer.

Do his writings posessess reflections of that dynamic
life we know so well? Yes indeed. In his works we see
his “profound conception of human nature,” which
understanding he drew from the experiences of his
own

His literary education was not so meager either. He
was familiar with the African writers. Minucius’ delicate openings and most of his “motifs” breathe the

influence of Cicero. Minucius

was indebted also to

Seneca’s treatises on Providence and on Superstition.
Pierre de Labriolle eulogizes him by commenting that
Minucius Felix was the most learned and most delicately tempered of lettered men.
Thirdly, we come to good St. Cyprian. St. Cyprian’s
writings show that he applied himself carefully to the
study of the classics and to the extensive reading of the
solid thought of his master, Tertullian. The compositions of St. Cyprian likewise show that he faithfully
applied the methods of style which he had been
taught by his rhetoric professor. In his writings, moreover, we find that although he was well acquainted
with Cicero and Seneca, he barely knew his Virgil.
The quality, however, for which St. Cyprian receives
perhaps most admiration, is his practicality.
Why was St. Cyprian so practical? St. Cyprian was
a bishop, and a good one at that. Most of his writings
were for those under his pastoral care. And the majority of the people in any diocese are of an average intelligence. When their bishop therefore sent out letters,
he made certain that his instructions were simple and
practical for the average man. St. Cyprian was concerned not with telling his people about abstract
truths of faith in a beautiful way. He wanted to encourage them through these letters of instruction to
live sane, moral, Christian

lives.

mediocre and blemished life. Besides this feature,

St. Augustine’s writings have behind
“perfect knowledge of profane Latin
that the summary of St. Augustine’s
Peter E. Herbert, C.S.C., should be
entirety:

His voluminous works, apologetic, dogmatic,
polemic, exegetic, philosophic, moral, ascetic, and
epistolatory, all reveal him as a man of the creaative power of ‘Tertullian, the zeai of St. Cyprian,
and the brilliance of Plato. “His style is full of
life and vigor, but deficient in simplicity, and
though he bestows little care on manner of expression, he many a time rises in lofty poetic

flight.”

A few words on some of the works individually
will bring out the range of learning in St. Augustine’s
books. A part of his cyclopedia is still extant. Besides
the section of this work on rhetovic being based on
Cicero, St. Augustine’s treatise on Logic is for us an
authority on the Grammar of the Stoics. The City of
God is not only a Christian philosophy of history, but
a storehouse of copious quotations from Varro’s
Antiquitates, the account concerning Roman

and

from

likewise

Cicero’s
enrich

De

De

I acknowledge

Dogma

and

In addition,

drama
276

ex-

reader of

and

to others

I owe

a heartfelt

thanks. They have shown me these values in the Latin
Fathers, that I bring to your notice. If I have convinced you also of the educational profit to be derived
from a study of the writings of these Fathers, I will
be delighted to find myself sharing with other students
this intellectually satisfying treasury.

A brilliant Angel, power of God, with mighty heave
Thrust back the stone,

And op’t, the cave to unbelieving eyes revealed
cloth alone.
—WILLIAM
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Dei.

divinities,

that to John Sandys, Pierre de Lab-

Herbert,

aj—te
WHOM SEEK YE?

The

Republic.

Civitate

tant letters supply the ardent admirer and
St. Augustine with interesting literature.

riolle, Peter

But even more recognition comes to that genius of
the early Church, St. Augustine. In his writings all
succeeding ages have found mines of precious ideas. As
Mortimer Adler points out in How To Read A Book,
the works of St. Augustine are among those great books
which deserve three readings.

them the Saint’s
literature.” I feel
style as given by
included here in

WILDER.

MacArthur, Four Star
General
@ By R. E. HEeEr

The eyes of America are on the Islands of
the Pacific and on the man who is directing
the destinies of the fighting Yanks in that
faraway region. This article will give you an
idea of the intelligence and determination of
General Douglas MacArthur.

A

cooxpixc

to a recent radio communique

from Washington, D. C., “Gen. Douglas MacArthur, Field Marshal of the Philippines and Far East
Commander of the U. S. forces, has been completely
surrounded by the Imperial Army of Japan.” End of
communique. ‘The map on the present war set up will
show

MacArthur’s

nearest help

to be well over

1,000

miles away. Can he hold out until help arrives? A quick
glance at his past record of achievements will give us
a clue.
Lt. Col. R. C. Birmingham, instructor of military
science for the U. S. Army and now stationed at the
University of Dayton, told me a story the other day.
It concerned MacArthur. Col. Birmingham’s father
campaigned with MacArthur in the Vera Cruz Expedition of 1914. He should know.
The U. S. government, Col. Birmingham said, had
trouble over the town of Vera Cruz. This trouble was
due

to the actions

of a certain

Victoriano

Huerta,

a

rebel who had taken over the Pres:dency of Mexico.
Huerta imprisoned several U. S. Marines and Woodrow Wilson, our president at that time, decided to
teach this rebel upstart a lesson. Wilson ordered
Huerta to release the American Marines at once and
furthermore, to give our flag a 21-gun salute as a sign
of public apology. Huerta released the Marines as
ordered, but neglected to apologize. Wilson ordered
one of our fleets immediately dispatched to the scene.
Order was quickly restored after the city had been
taken over by our troops and martial law had been
declared. Within three months, Huerta had enough
and wisely slipped out of the country, bag and baggage.

Engineers,

had all the dash and

daring of the famous

Custer along with a level head for military discipline.
Vera Cruz, as a hot, tropical town with dust and dirt
constantly in the air, was no trouble to Lieut. MacArthur. Daily he appeared in clean cotton uniforms,
always in perfect order. No matter how the rest of the
troops might look, MacArthur was immaculate. You
wouldn’t dare call him a dandy . . at least not to his
face, but he had all the outward appearance of a Beau
Brummel, and he was well liked by the troops. From
a military angle he was an excellent tactician and a
gentleman.
Shortly after America’s entry into the World War
of 1917, Douglas MacArthur was made a Lieutenant
Colonel of Infantry and within a year’s time, received
the temporary rank of Brigadier General. During his
World War experience, he commanded the famous
42nd “Rainbow” Division and the 84th Infantry
Brigade. Twice wounded in action, he received among
his many decorations, the “Distinguished Service
Cross.” He was highly honored for leading his men
into battle. Under

modern

battle conditions,

with his

During the whole Vera Cruz affair, Douglas MacArthur constantly brought attention to himself by his
ability of constantly appearing on the spot at the right
time. Our histories, you will recall, aiways refer to Gen.

troops widely dispersed, a general usually has to remain
at a central point in the rear of his front lines. ‘This is
necessary to have complete control over his forces.
MacArthur was a man to break precedent whenever
possible. He often left his staff to keep in touch with
affairs at headquarters, while he went forward to be
with his men. This exposed him to great danger. An

George A. Custer as being a live-wire army hero, yet I

army is usually helpless without leaders and the enemy

have heard that MacArthur, as a young Lieutenant of

might try extra hard to dispose of him.
Page five

Following the war, Gen. MacArthur was appointed
Superintendent of West Point. This was indeed an
honor as he had graduated from the Point in 1903,
number one, honor man in his class. Records show him

to be the youngest officer to hold this position. While
in this position at the Point, MacArthur devoted much

of his spare time to mechanicizing American cavalry
into a motor and tank unit. This was a real first for this
soldier as well as for our country. If other branches of
our government had seen the possibilities of this movement, Hitler would never have had the jump on us.

the

During peace time, government critics tried to scalp
general. Once for his scuttling of the “Bonus

Army,’

and

another

time

when

American plane manufacturers
products to foreign governments.

he
from

tried

to stop

selling

their

father had put into office. Washington critics gnashed
their teeth upon hearing this. They claimed that such

a title would give Douglas MacArthur more power in
the Philippines than any other representative in the
United States. With jeers ringing in his ears, MacArthur accepted the offer because he thought he could
not only help the Philippines, but make the country
safe forever from foreign invasion. He said, “Give me
until 1942 with unrestricted help and it will cost the
Japs or any other invader, one-half million men and
ten million dollars.” The Japs, as you know, didn’t
allow him to complete the protective barricades he had
planned. Still, the Filipinos aren’t conquered yet.
MacArthur

the

Philippines

from

early

boy-

the islands. It was for this reason that President Frank-

lin D. Roosevelt, late in 1941, with war clouds hovering
over

Due to retire from the army, Gen. MacArthur
accepted the Directorship of the Organization for
National Defense of the Philippine Commonwealth.

Within a year, he was offered the position of Field
Marshal over the Philippines by
Philippine President Quezon, the

knew

hood when his father had been Governor General of

none other than
man MacArthut’s

the

entire

world,

called

Gen.

MacArthur

back

from retirement and placed the entire land, sea and air

forces of the Far East under his command.

He was

given the rank of general, with four stars to carry on
his proud shoulders. This is something worth carrying,
the highest rank in our army. Long live Gen. Douglas
MacArthur . . . Long live the Philippines.

ejb
MEMORY

OF VACATION

I knew, of course, that I’d return
To a town, a street with rows of trees,

I gazed in the sun as its reddening rays graced each
billow

A house and flowers and grass—
The ring of children’s voices, smiles,

That carried me far into glamors that couldn’t be real—
They came, I know now, as in a mirage—

And the warmth of loving hands

The mist of the miles

That make the house my home.
But ahead the long vacation lay—

Weeks of rest when I could know
A freedom from the dull routine and daily toil;
Ahead lay mile on mile of lands unseen,
Nights and days whose ev'ry hour unveiled in nature
Beauties that ere this moment naught but dreams
had been.
They’ve come and gone—
These joys of a wond’rous journey:
Sunsets and mountains,
Winds that came in from the sea,

Ne’er perhaps to return, save on wings
Of a more wond’rous memory.

"Twixt me and reality.
Of course I returned
To the town, the street with rows of trees,
The house, the smiles,

And the warmth of loving hands
That make the house my home—
The smiles will not fade

Nor the ring of the voices be stilied
If I dream at times of the long vacation
From

toil and the dull routine;

If I think of the mile on mile of iands unseen—
Sunsets and mountains,
Winds that came in from the sea—

For I'll hear again the song of the sea

My heart keeps atuned to the song of the sea—

‘Cross the bow of the ship,

I hear it now as it came to me
‘Cross the bow of the ship on the breeze—
A melody ne’er to be sounded again.

And beauties that ne’er but dreams could be
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Return

once more, on wings

Of a wond’rous memory.

—M.

R.

Goldand Silver Silhoutte
@ By PauLiIne WEIMERT
We present to our readers a beautiful story
about grandmother written from the point
of view of a child ten years of age. A very
lovely character sketch, we think.
rt

OW many times I watched her polish the
heavy silverware, I cannot tell you, but that
is one of the ways that I remember grandmother best.
She was never like the grandmothers I have read about

in books—her

hair was not white then, and still is not

tonight. She has not changed an iota in the last ten
years except in that this evening her hands are quiet—
a way I cannot remember their being before.
She was my favorite companion all through my gir!hood—I, her youngest granddaughter about whom
people said, “She’s just like her father,” and father was
always just like his mother. I first begain racing down
the block to her low stucco house to help her with
evening dishes when I was ten. At home I was a
“botheration” and grandma was the only one who

didn’t seem to mind when

I would neglect to hang

up the dishtowel or shake the crumbs from the cloth.
I'll never forget the moments when, with all the
love of beauty that had come to me from her, I would

carefully wipe the beautiful handpainted dishes that
grandma used all of her married life. ‘To me, each faded
rose had a story and every chipped cup hid a tale of the
days when grandma was young and pretty and in love.
For I am romantic—as

grandmother was all of her

life—and though even then she was bent and her hands
gnarled and one finger twisted from rheumatism,

she

still seemed to me the youthful, lovely miss of her
dancing days.
Grandmother

loved to dance, as do I. And in those

days I twirled, swayed, and dipped about her rooms as

I dared nowhere else. And always after the cups were
neatly stacked away and the plates were resting in their
carved racks, grandma would take down from the
mantle a gold and silver music box with a lovely. lady
on tiptoe on its top. Then while she sat and gently
nodded her head to the thin strains of a haunting
waltz, I pirouetted and dipped about the room in a
succession of twirls until breathless I would finish with
a little flourish and curl up on the hassock at her feet.

with a brush mustache and a thick thatch of hair that
never left him. She spoke softly of her deep love for
him and of his gentle, kindly ways; of the sturdiness
of his

arm

to help

her,

especially

after

David,

their

third little boy, died of scarlet fever. So deep and apparent was their devotion to each other that when
grandfather died—before I was scarcely aware of him—
people said grandmother would follow him shortly.
But grandma’s work was not finished. She still had the
uncertain steps of her youngest granddaughter to guide.
And while we were talking I would never
wishing my life could be like grandma’s. But she
“Shush” me gently and say, “You will see things
never dreamed of—and you will have joys even
had and greater joys that I have had no inkling

tire of
would
I have
I have
of.”

And one night—a time I will never forget—she
paused there for a long while and [ thought perhaps
she had drifted asleep, until she said, low and earnestly,
“When I am dead, my sweet, and with your grandfather again in that Land where there is no pain, I
don’t want you to be sorry or to weep, for there is no
reason

for that, Child;

I have

known

all any woman

knows of life—love and griefs and motherhood. Life
is made of these things for a woman—Love, always
waiting to enfold you, but remember also to give of it
with every beat of your heart and every word that you
say. Grief, at every turn of the road—but it will be
your grief, Child, your sorrow. And it is precious.
Nothing else can better teach you the way to God.”
“And motherhood?” I prompted.
“You

will be a mother

someday,

dear,

and

then

you

will understand why I say I have known all there is to
know of life.”

she was a light-hearted miss growing up in Ohio in the

That’s why tonight when everyone was asleep and
my little sandy-haired boy of two was just beginning
to play tag with the sandman in a bed far too great
for him, I crept down the worn familar stairs and took
down the gold and silver music box to play for grandma
for the last time its airy tinkling waltz. And I pirouetted
about the room as of old, and then sat very quietly
with her and did not weep one tear.

hard days after the Civil War. And I could hardly
contain myself until grandfather would enter the story

My grandmother knew all there is to know
and love and tears.

Then, while the music played on and on, she, in a
quiet far-away voice, would tell me of the days when

of life
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Progress Of ‘The Grocery Business
® By Dororny Epwarps

The last time you walked into a modern
grocery store you probably did not stop to
think that grocery stores down through the
years did not resemble the one you were
entering. This article will enlighten you on
the parade of progress in the grocery business.

HE grocery business is almost as old as time and
people—for as long as people have lived they
have had to eat. ‘The history of the food industry is an
accurate record of the progress civilization has made
from antiquity until now. Paintings and sketches of
ancient days bear out this statement. ‘The shopkeeper
of Roman history sat cross-legged on his counter, selling bread and rolls to his customers. “There probably
was no shoplifting here.” (‘The Progressive Grocer, Jan.,
1940, p. 32.) In the 15th century, the tax commissioner
dominated the scene, greedily watching every sale
transacted at the market place. Modern government
inspectors would shudder at the uncleanliness of the
18th century grocery store, for the butchering was done
in the open streets, and stray dogs hung about, devouring the viscera.
In the 19th century, a more pleasant picture is presented—that of early American history with all its
homey atmosphere and warm friendliness. ‘The owner
of a grocery store was called by his first name, and he
was an old friend or a good neighbor to everyone. His
store served a two-fold purpose; it was his home and
his business. At any time of the day or night he was
more than willing to accomodate you. He sold his merchandise on credit, and when you had money, he had
money, but when you were broke you kept on getting
groceries just the same. The bills were filed on a wire
spindle under the counter, as well as in the storekeeper’s memory. Counter tops at the “General Store”
were used for measuring calico, cutting bacon, and
slicing cheese. “It might be said that most of the stock
consisted of demand or utility items, sometimes called
necessities.” (‘he Progressive Grocer, 1939, p. 5.)
Sugar,

flour,

lard,

crackers,

and

rock

candy

in

huge

barrels lined the walls. Vinegar, molasses, kerosene, and
apple cider were drawn by spigot from hogsheads into
buckets brought from home.

stove, for chewing tobacco and cheroots were sold
here, and the owner believed in advertising his wares.
The customers and visitors would get their mail, read
the week-old

newspapers, discuss crops, talk taxes, and

dissect political candidates. After the last visitor and
buyer had left at night, the grocer sprinkled the floor
with fresh sawdust and retired with his store all ready
for the next day’s business.
Today, modernization and streamlined living have
erased this colorful saga and substituted for it cleanliness, beauty and efficiency. In place of the confusion,
inefhciency, dirt and dust-strewn floors, there is freshly
scrubbed linoleum, tile, or cement. The store glows

with blue-white lights. There is 4 pleasant aroma of
freshly ground coffee and some store owners bake hams
in the back of their stores as a palate teaser. The grocer
of today is concerned with making his store as attractive as possible, for the modern housewife buys food
daily, planning her meals in the store. She must be
pleased by the atmosphere of the store and be put in a
mood to buy. “Eye-appeal is important.” (The Progressive Grocer, 1938, p. 7.)
In developing this atmosphere of cleanliness and
pleasantness, store owners have discovered that by using
psychology, they can increase their sales; that by placing certain products in certain places, which they call
“hot spots,” sales increase as much as seventy-five per
cent. For instance: products placed in front of the
refrigerator containing dairy products, or near the
bakery counter sell much more rapidly than if they are
placed elsewhere in the store. Why? Because bread,
milk, and butter are daily necessities, and buyers go
into that part of the store each time they come in to
shop. The “week-end special,” priced to appeal to the
pocket-book of the buyer, is a common merchandising
practice.
Another service offered today in the food business is
that of self-service. Instead of having a clerk for every
customer, the shopper is allowed to wander around the
store, satisfy his curiosity, and purchase whatever he
wants. Self-service developed and has grown because
women like to select their own food. “A woman will
squeeze every cantaloupe on the rack, then buy

oranges.” “John Doe,” Local Food Store Owner (Per‘The post office was
the neighbors

and

here,

too, and

in the

most of the townspeople

evenings

would

con-

gregate around the pot-bellied stove that stood in the
center

of
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the

room.

‘There

were

spittoons

around

the

sonal Interview, December,

packaging

of goods

1941).

has made

Handling does not damage
(Continued

on

In the same

way,

self-service workable.

the quality of most packpage
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That Custard Pie
@ By Emrren McCarruy
We laugh at others but when the tables are
turned it is difficult to laugh at ourselves.

an “I’d better not take the time.” At any rate I loped
back to my little spot, boarded the bus and bade that
goon in conductor’s clothing to toss me off at Windhurst avenue. What’s more he promised he would. I
collapsed into a seat, breathed freely, and waited,
waited, did I say. You bet, I waited. In the vernacular
of the average college boy, you can say that again.
Finally I took my course in both hands. After all the
bus was deserted and I asked if Windhurst was a oneday or a two-day ride.

|

HE old business about the custard pie in the poor
unsuspecting passerby’s face being funny to the
innocent bystander is certainly true. As long as it is the
other fellow’s countenance being smeared our risabilities are tickled; but, when

you—ah!

the shoe is being fitted to

that is a nag of another hue.

This long-winded opening is by way of confessing
that I, who long to think of myself as being different,
am only human. One holiday is the beginning of my
story. Have patience and I will tell you all. Some
friends cognizant of the fact that at every holiday I
am a victim of an overwhelming nostalgia took pity on
me and invited me out to partake of their beer and
skittles. Needless to say I accepted with alacrity and
glibly promised that I would be there by four p. m. and
“not one second later, Eileen. Understand?”

Evidently this last was put to me in firm enough
fashion because I allowed myself thirty minutes for
transportation. Perhaps I should tell you that this was
an unheard of thing in my life as I always arrive late.

dentally, I waited. Yea, boy, and waited some more.

After a spell when I noticed the seasons were about
to change I went over to the policeman, placed my
predicament squarely up to him and asked, “Well,
Bud, where do I go from here?” He gave a sympathetic
chuckle which infuriated me. (Custard pie, remember?) He told me that two out of every three buses
which had passed would have carried me to my
destination.

Meanwhile my conscience kept muttering, “Better
call Mary,” but I brushed it off again and again with

six blocks back. "Taint much of a walk, it’s a nice day,

too. Happy holiday to you.”
I got off the bus without saying anything,
out

loud,

and

ran,

not

walked

back

my

that is

six blocks,

turned left and tore down another couple blocks, burst
breathlessly into my friend’s home and panted “what
time is it?”
“Four forty-five” I was informed and presented with
a whiskey and soda which I sorely needed.

I thought that I had this transportation problem
pretty well in hand. All I had to do was to get to
Third and Main and transfer north on Main. Sounds
simple, doesn’t it? You reckon without McCarthy, my
friend. That character could make a multiplication
table difficult to Einstein. Well, to get on with my
story, I did the Third and Main job without too much
trouble. I took my stance at the proper corner and
waited for a conveyance marked North Main. Incicame to the conclusion that the guy who said “tempus
fugit” had me in mind and was calling me Tempus.

“Gee, lady,” exploded this fugitive from kindergarden, “I forgot all about you. Windhurst is only about

|

“I’m sorry, so sorry to be late,” I gasped over and
over, happy in my secret knowledge that at long last
I really had an authentic excuse.
“© that’s all right,’ Jack replied. “Just relax. We
said four because you're always late. Dinner isn’t until
five.”
Boy, if I'd had a custard pie.
The next part of my story takes place the following
week when taking my mind from more mundane
things I decided it was time to do something for my
soul again. I boarded a bus. This time the territory was
familiar. I was on my own, knew it and knew my way.
A lady boarded the bus and asked te be told when the
bus arrived at her street. Along about four blocks past
her destination she asked the conductor how much
further and received about the same brush off I had
a few days previously. But did she take it lying down?
No!

No, and the echoes answer No!

it both barrels. I enjoyed it
one else. She got off the bus
into her beard about “those
poops.” I was laughing at her

She let him have

thoroughly. So did everywith me, still muttering
mush-mouthed nincomby this time and judging

from the malevolent gleam in her eye she was wishing
for a custard pie, too.
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His First Date
® By C.E.
<

A story about Jim Blake, a line repairer, who
got his calls confused, thus creating quite a
bit of confusion.

Ju

was one of those ruddy-faced, brawny, handsome men that women usually adore for their
looks, and men admire for their prowess, especially if
they are intelligent. Jim was such a man, but clever as
he was,

his wife, Anne,

her

the

to

advantage

knew

which

just enough

most

women

to entitle

BRESSER

“Hello? Is that you Anne? This is Jim.” He hardly
recognized her voice but continued without giving it
a thought. “How about dinner with me tonight at
Caproni’s—or wherever you’d like? And,—Anne—dress,
because maybe you'd like to go to the Fox & Crow
Club for a bit of dancing. What do you say?”
“Why Jim, of course I’d love it. What time will you
call?”

assume

anyway.
The local telephone company regarded Jim as one
of their best linemen. He was quick, competent, and
dependable. Late calls were always answered promptly
when Jim was on night service, and seldom did the job
occur that defeated his resourcefulness. All in all Jim
had reasons to feel that his future should be bright.
Anne couldn’t understand Jim’s love for the outdoors, nor his ability to be on the alert at all times.
“Why can’t he be like Helen’s husband? Gary remembers all the birthdays and anniversaries with cards
or gifts and in general keeps Helen well supplied with
attention.”
Jim sensed his wife’s thoughts. about his apparent
lack of attention and decided to mend his ways and
to be more like she would want him. Being a vigorous
man, Jim plunged into his problem with several ideas
to surprise and please Anne.
February days were trying ones for linemen. Weather
changed quickly and severely enough to cause extensive damage when it was least expected. Jim was
especially busy during these days but he did not forget his resolution to “pamper” his wife, as he
called it. On one of the particularly nasty February
days, Jim set out to work with definite ideas about
how to make up, in part at least, for his negligence and
to celebrate his wedding anniversary.

Jim thinking she was reminiscing of their courting
days answered,
How’s that?”
“Fine!”

she

“Oh, say about seven-thirty for dinner.

chimed

in

almost

before

he

finished

talking.
“Then I'll see you at seven-thirty Anne, so long.” He
closed the switch after he heard her say, “Don’t be
late,”

and

continued

with

the

repairing

of

the

line

thinking all the while how pleased she sounded and
how happy he felt that he had such a great idea. “It’s
almost like our first dates,” he said to himself over and

over and over again. “Strange, but I thought that feeling would never return.”

“IT may as well call the florist now and have him
deliver a corsage,” Jim thought as he worked. So with

another burst of enthusiasm he snapped his phone set
on again and dialed a florist friend of his.
A stranger answered the phone at the other end but
Jim didn’t wait to ask for his friend, he just said:
“Tell Harry to send a corsage of gardenias over to my
house before seven tonight, and enclose a card signed,
“Jim.” He snapped off the switch without waiting for

a confirmation of his order. “Now

that should take

care of everything for the time being,” be mused, and
hurried to get finished with his work so he could get
home and be ready on time for his “date.”
Jim sneaked in the back door and slyly made his way

Jim climbed his first pole that morning to splice a
city line that had snapped just an hour ago. “Now’s

my opportunity,” he thought. “I'll call Anne and make
a date for dinner and for a bit of entertainment
afterwards.”
He snapped on his portable phone set and dialed his
home phone number.
Page ten

to his room

on the second floor. He showered, shaved

and donned his tuxedo, all the while scenting savory
odors drifting from the kitchen downstairs. His en-

thusiasm and anxiety ran so high that he made no connection,

or

rather

disconnection,

between

the

odors

and his invitation to his wife for dining in town.
His face fairly glowed with pride as he finally finished and strode downstairs to greet his wife. “Funny,

—she must have been already dressed or she would

sitting alone at the table.

have been fussing around upstairs just like me.”

Anne? Didn’t you understand me today?”
Anne didn’t answer. She had had about all that her
nerves could take. Jim sat down and ate hurriedly
while he explained between bites what he had done,
and that now he had to go out and check his repair
job besides.
Anne listened, her heart softening with every word
that her blundering husband was saying. She realized
his earnestness now and was gathering her wits to make
a hasty retreat from her assumed haughtiness. She still
wondered why the corsage hadn’t been delivered, but
was too overcome with emotion to question Jim
further.

“Oh Anne,” he called. “Are you ready dear? I am,
and I feel like a million. Where are you?”
“Quit acting like a child,” he heard, “and come in
and eat. “I’ve been waiting over an hour now. Where
have you been?”
Jim was speechless for seconds. Then he went into
the dining room looking like a drowning guppi gasping for air under the water.
‘What has happened to you Jim Blake? Have you
lost your mind? Look at you! Dressed in a tuxedo and
acting like an idiot. My land Jim, it’s bad enough
you've forgotten our anniversary without clowning besides. Oh sit down. There’s the phone ringing, I'll
answer it.”
Anne returned in a moment and told her still
speechless and curious looking husband that the call

was for him. “It’s your supervisor I believe, he sounded
rather upset.”
Jim went to the phone with a blank stare on his
face. He spoke into the receiver automatically. He
heard a booming voice saying: “What in tarnation did
you do, Blake? You’ve something ‘crossed up’ out
there on Broome Road where you were working today,
and how you ever got away without checking up I
don’t know, but get out there as soon as possible and
see what’s wrong.”
“T will, right away, Grant,—so long.” Jim hung up
still dazed from this sudden occurence of strange
events.

He went back to the dining room where Anne was

“Why

didn’t you

dress

Suddenly Jim arose from the dinner table and dashed
to the garage where he had parked his service car. He
was back quickly with his phone set in his hand. He
called

Anne

to the

kitchen.

“Look

Anne,

here’s

the

reason everything went haywire today. Remember how
I was tinkering with this phone set iast night? Well—
when I put it back together the dial was mis-set and

I’ve been phoning wrong numbers all day.”
With some simple deductions and a glance through
his service directory he managed to determine whom
he had called with his wrong numbers. As was to be
expected, neither he nor Anne recognized the names
listed for his wrong telephone numbers. ‘They chuckled,
thinking about a Mrs. McToohey, who _ probably
thought snakes had now overrun this country, and
about a disappointed “Anne,” somewhere down on
Carroll Avenue, just hoping that her boy friend “Jim”

will show up before she explodes with fury.

25—be
PLOWING
Bent figure
In baggy jeans
And high, heavy shoes,
What are you holding
In your soil-worn hands?
You grasp it tenderly;
On your bearded face
One discerns that look
That since youth is e’er
With the melting of the
With the quickening of

of wonder
awakened
snows,
the earth.

Hold you dreams of men?
Plans of a universe?
Does your spirit sing
To see your land plowed,
Lying peaceful in the sunshine,
To feel earth live,
Warm in your hand?
—JEAN

WHELAN.
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Democrary A Failure
Democracy
this campus!

neering,

has certainly failed in one instance on

so that he can do his best when it comes time for
him to take his place in our defense effort. The university, recognizing the need of a program to condition its students, has inaugurated a plan of mass
calisthenics under the direction of the department of
physical education. However, not wishing to imitate
the

tactics

his

of

our

the program

totalitarian

adversaries,

fiftieth

anniversary

as

a

member

Brother Adam has supplied the youth of today with
a practical example

With our country at war it is imperative that every
male college student be in perfect physical condition

made

upon

of the Society of Mary.

the

school

voluntary rather than compulsory.

The net result of this very democratic concession
is not very encouraging. No more than twelve stu-

of a beautiful manner

of spending

one’s life. His efforts have always been highly practical as well as spiritual. A mere visit to the department of mechanical engineering, which he founded
and built, will bear out this statement.

In many

fields

of engineering—design, invention, teaching—Brother
Adam was among the best. Many of his inventions
now form a part of the equipment of his department
and stand in mute tribute to a great engineer.
In his field Brother
and fortune. However

Adam could
this humble

have won fame
member of the

Society of Mary preferred to use his talents where they
would produce even greater benefits. He used them

dents have turned out for the exercises in a single day

in the service

besides the forty odd football players for whom the
program is compulsory. Such a response does not speak
well of the intelligance of college students. We could
hardly blame the faculty if the calisthenics were made
compulsory as they have already at Miami and Ohio
Wesleyan.

We sometimes wonder whether modern youth has
the courage and the character to make use of the inspiration which some of its elders such as Brother
Adam supplies.

However,

let

us

correct

the

situation

before

the

administration takes steps to solve the problem in a
less democratic manner.
the varsity practice field
evening at four, and put
Let’s prove to the world
best.

Make it your duty
behind Chaminade
all your muscle in
that the democratic

to
hall
the
way

be on
every
drills.
is the

e5—te
Just A Poor Attempt
tion to the march of civilization which can never be
adequately

rewarded

in this world.

Words

of praise

and felicitation are but as remarks spent in passing
the time of day when compared to the deed itself.
However for want of spiritual inspiration the Exponent can but congratulate Brother Adam Hofmann,
S.

M.,

head
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of

the

department

25—te
An Old Subject Reappears
U. D. coeds have “flunked” the comparative test!
On a recent debate trip that carried us to eleven
Southern college campuses, we found that as a general rule University of Dayton coeds aren’t quite the
answer to a college man’s prayer as you would be led
to believe by several Exponent articles written by the

women

Fifty years of the most valuable and unselfish labor
for the glory of God and man represents a contribu-

of mechanical

engi-

of God.

themselves.

We're not trying to start a fight or even to tie the
score between U. D. men and women, but we did
discover a few delightful features about Southern
coeds that should greatly interest the members of this

campus. First of all we admit that the male students

have their faults, and that Southern men have certain
desirable qualities which
we_ lack.
Secondly, we

haven’t been

disappointed

in love or otherwise jilted

by any of our fair coeds, and

thus

there is no ulterior

motive of personal revenge in our writing this editorial. But even though we admit our faults we are
naturally prejudiced, and cannot criticize ourselves as
well as others. Besides we believe we have carried the
burden

of censure;

let’s see if the fairer element

22s.

can

likewise withstand constructive criticism.

We

What say you prima-donas? Let’s try acting like col-

lege coeds, and above all let’s be friendly and human.

Letters To The Editor

visited schools where the coeds couldn’t hold

a candle to our covey at U. D., but you could count
the number of such colleges on one finger. This particular school happened to be a very strict denominational school where smoking, dancing and card playing were all banned from the carapus. But even in

this case the girls were much more friendly with the
males.
This one point, sociability with the male students,
was the most striking quality of a Southern coed—
especially since so many of our U. D. women are
prima-donas. This is a general statement and there
are delightful exceptions on our fair campus, but the
innocent minority do not excuse the majority.
Many of our fair women act as if U. D. men are
rustics who can do noting except whistle at their
charming figures. Many give the impression that they
do not care to know a single male student, and to have

to know several would be a calamity. Perhaps these

same haughty individuals employ the same
view in regard to their sister coeds?

point of

Probably not meeting this type of coed is even more
fortunate than enjoying the questionable privilege of
an introduction. For often times Betty Coed will take
great pleasure in ignoring Joe College, and if she degrades herself by noticing Joe beyond a “hello” it is
usually for some ulterior motive such as a cream colored convertible with tires.
When it comes to making a man enjoy a woman’s
presence by her charm and personality the Southern
Belles have it. They treat every college man as a friend,
and the coeds we met were not on their best conduct
for our benefit as we checked very carefully their normal relationships.

Dear

Scoop:

Now that the spring season has arrived and we can
get outdoors once more some of us turn our thoughts
to tennis. This brings to mind the U. D. tennis
courts, particularily their condition. In former years
these same courts were in fine shape and even supported the action of champions like Ellsworth Vines,

who played exhibition matches here in 1938.
Last season they seemingly defied all human effort
to become playable—at least the effort, such as it was,
that was expended upon them.
There is no reason why U. D. couldn’t have tennis
courts of at least practice quality. Other places do it
easily. May I cite a practical if not personal example?
Two years ago some friends and I constructed a
tennis court in a field from the middle of which had
been removed a 15,000 gallon tank. Of course it was
somewhat unlevel but we hauled a few loads of clay
and succeeded in building up a fairly nice court surface. We used no expensive transit or level but we
leveled it. We had no tile drainage yet no water stood
on it and it dried rapidly. At least if we had put tile
in we would have put it deep enough so that an ordinary roller would not have crushed it. We neither
had nor used a slice rule and the implements we did
use were of a very common nature. We had a court
in the final analysis and we played on it. The cost was
perhaps ten dollars.
What all this means is that with a little foresight
and initiative we could have several very nice and
usable courts. How about a little action?
As

ever,

U. D. coeds might excuse themselves by saying that
they can afford to give the royal brushoff to the males
because of the fact that there are five men to one
coed on our predominantly masculine campus. However, On our trip the friendliest and most pleasing
coeds were encountered at Oglethorpe university,
where the coeds have the same happy hunting grounds
enjoyed on this old Hilltop. To illustrate the different
point of view of the Southern coed we should like
to quote an Oglethorpe coed who lived in the city of
Atlanta, “We cain’t ‘ford to ignore any of the men.
Some of us go steady, but we cain’t forget that we all

P. S. Your publication of a letter in the March issue
of the Exponent in answer to “The Man Who Came
to Dinner” by a certain “Mr. Z,” has raised you in
my estimation to the position of champion of freedom
of speech and press on this campus. You, Scoop, have
come to possess the true essence of democratic spirit.
That forest of an epistle simply confirmed my convictions, however it grieved me to see such moronish

have to live together like a big family.”

treatment of what was a fairly logical letter.

—THE

Man

Wuo

Came

TO

DINNER.
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WOMEN’S

Youth and War

back

This is my first war. Undoubtedly many of you are
experiencing the same thing—that of facing a wartorn world so early in life. This is a time of real significance to you and me. We are confronted with
problems of how to prepare for life ahead—we find it

dificult to know

that we will have to face severe

changes.
Even

now

we

miss

familiar

faces;

some

we

had a real future before him. And now? He’s “out
there” with hundreds of other fine young men like
himself preparing to sacrifice his life for you and me.
And what about the boy from last year’s graduating
class, the one chosen most likely to succeed? He was
going to be a writer, and a great writer, but when
trouble began to infringe upon the blessings of our
country, he quit his promising position to join the
Navy. He was lost on December 7 at Pearl Harbor.
Then there was the boy whose interest was aviation
and who is now flying bombers in Australia. Or the boy

who was sent to Ireland or another who went to Iceland. There are countless others of our close friends
in the armed

forces

who

gave

up

their

long-

planned futures.
What

of the boys who are yet to go—the quarter-
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the

football

squad,

... Betry
the

ciass

Kay Bocart
president,

the

boy who works in the university dining hall. There
is the boy you like in a special way who is going to
join the Marines. You can’t imagine him killing anyone for anything—you can’t imagine him becoming
savage-like because he was always so kind and rather
quiet. He put aside his ambitions until the war is
over—he says he has something important to do and
his ambitions must wait.

miss

more than others. There was the boy who sat across
the aisle in the economics class. He was planning to
go into his father’s well-established business and he

now

on

EDITOR

Girls have made sacrifices, too—given up college to
take government jobs, nurses have left home shores
to share duty with over-sea forces, sweethearts have
been separated. Mothers and wives have seen homes
shattered and loved ones snatched from them.
We can’t understand it, you and I. Sometimes we
wish we were like the older people who know what
to expect because they lived through the other war.
They are squaring their shoulders and clenching their
fists to prepare for the horrible things which are yet
to come. They want us to do the same but we can’t
do it their way. We are doing all we can knowing
that youthful friends and our loved ones and our
families are being taken from us. This is something
new and big—it is much bigger than we are and at

times we are frightened by it. But we are determined
to do our share in the best way we know.
We

don’t

know

how

we

are

going

to

take

those

messages which will read “killed in action” .. . “hon-

ored posthumously for valor in the line of duty”
“no trace of missing crew.” The older folks are
ageous outwardly and we are going to be the
but inwardly we are all going to be frightened

.. .
coursame
and

hurt ofen. But we are not going to let our feelings
get the better of us because that would be defeating
ourselves. The horrid monster of war can’t destroy
our dreams completely. We are the generation who
will have to assume the responsibility of creating the
world we want to live in. We will always remember
the value of our freedom and the cost of victory—
the lives of people close to you and me. We hope
that we will insure permanent peace for the generation
to follow—your children and mine.

—What would Paul Ryan do if he were a good ole
Dutchman?
—What would Jack Haberer do without his mighty
vocal chords?
—What would Patty Stoner do without smokes
and suds?

—What would Joe Murphy do without that southern drawl?
—What would Marita do without earrings?

—What

would

Margaret

Markley do without her

big ideas?
—Ah, one benefactor—more
Brace up, students!

complaints

If England

for Kay!

can do it, we can

too!

It is up to us, the youth of this free United States.
Of one thing we may be sure—“We’re going to have
to pull together, young America, to keep America
from pulling apart!”

2hte

By

sc

—ANONYMOUS.

e5—he
SPRING-A-LING

DB:
Ho

hum!

Don’t look now,

folks, but that season

is

PRIORITIES

here again. People are already going around with that
“it’s-the-weather” look in their eye.

In these times of war which bring priorities on just
about everything of importance to us, we are inclined
to wonder how they will affect the men and women
of the University of Dayton. How are we going to
face the problem of doing without things we have
become so accustomed to having? While reminiscing
several people come to mind immediately.

class. Or, in case the birds keep you awake, just daydream about wowing ’em at tennis this year or “following through” for the first time in months.
Try to remember where you moth-balled your bathing suit so you can get it out on the old “one-two”
the first day the pool opens. Plan your new approach
to making belly smackers, and, if you have never

—What would Dottie Lee Raney do without
makeup?
—What would Kavy do without his lengthy mantle
of hair? Horrors!—he may have to have it cut!
—What would Nettie Speckman do if priorities
were placed on “words per second?”
—What would Geisler do without his competition?
—What would Marty Lehman to when cats are
used for the yet-in-the-making “meow” gas?”
—What would Charlotte do without proper vitamins for her sinewy muscles?
—What would Quinny do without Gwenny as his
guiding light?
—What would Hoyt-ty-toyty do without cards?
—What would Butch McShane do without his love
life?
—What would Amy Luthman do without H20?
—What would Mary Turner and Bette Rogge do
without nail polish for those lengthy weapons.
—What would Paul Finke do without that irresistible grin?

—What

would Polly do without Polly?

Now is the time for all good students to sleep in

learned

to swim,

determine

to do it now.

All the old

inner tubes are supporting automobiles this year.
Should the prof interrupt you to ask, “Whose

theory of skits-o-franya have I just explained?” you're

a cinch to answer either “Donald Budge” or “Life
Guard.”
Then contemplate your picnic and roller skating
and horseback riding and skiing. (Whoops, how did
that get in here.) And, picture your first trip to the
park! That first-of-the-season ride on the roller coaster
is always a humdinger.
Of course, if you are especially energetic and patient just put a couple of flies in your hat and go
fishing. We have some lovely minnows in the streams
around here.
Steer clear of the thoughts of the unhappy side of
spring, as in house cleaning. It’s strange how sluggish
a person can get when she sees a dirty window staring
her in the face.
If there’s enough time before the bell rings, decide
which young man or woman you shall think enchanting this spring. One must fall in love, so they say.

—Dorrr

DusTMaAn.
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Youths’ Comment
On Clothes
@ By Two

U. D. FResHMEN

The recent display of styles of a past era in
one of Dayton’s large department stores
brought forth these comments from: two of
our freshman scribes. The men and_ the
coeds have their say.

THOSE

GOOD

OLD

DAYS

Everyone has heard the expression “Those Good
Old Days.” This phrase has always aroused within me
the desire to know why they were recalled to mind
with such a blissful, dreamy expression on the part of

the reminiscer because to me they do not seem to fulfill
the meaning of the quotation.
Although dining in style, taking a leisurely buggy
ride along the Stillwater, looking at stereoscopes before
a roaring log fire, or, in winter, enjoying a brisk sleigh
ride down Main Street seem like great fun, they are
indeed tame when compared to our drives in the family
automobile, an evening at the cinema, listening to
radio phonograph arrangements of both classical and
popular music, or daring to take a thrilling ride in an
airplane.

No doubt another generation will consider our
fashions as ludricrous as we now think those of the
“Good Old Days,” but we of this generation think
our styles,

our

amusements,

and

our

customs

cannot

be improved.
—ViviAn

MODERN

LosH.

VS. OLD-FASHIONED

Four o’clock on a rainy Sunday afternoon isn’t the
best time to be examining old clothes in a store win-

elaborate

dow! I’m not speaking of old clothes of the “Abe’s

styles such as were fashionable then. The bustle, tight
basque, long full skirt, and leg o’ mutton sleeves have
always intrigued me. Smart looking jacket suits with
beautiful bead trimming, skirts with frills, evening
dresses gorgeously made seemed chic too. On further

Slightly Used Clothing Store” variety, but the antiquated apparel of a well dressed lady or gentleman of
generations ago, on display at Rike’s 89th Anniversary
sale.

thought, however, their costumes, particularly those for

The rain Sunday had caught me unprepared and as |
waited under a marquee, a mile and a half from
“home” I was more concerned over the wilting of my
wiltless collar or the crease of my already creaseless
trousers than over Saturday Evening Post fashion
plates of forty years ago or the iron glove of some
twelfth century knight.

Sometimes

I have

dreamed

of wearing

bicycling, bathing, and skating seemed really ludicrous.
Imagine Sonja Henie jumping and gliding in championship style in one of the “Gay Nineties” costumes!
Wouldn't it seem strange too to see college girls walking about the campus in the narrow, long-toed, highbuttoned shoes instead of the infinitely more comfortable and healthful saddles?

During
(between

my subsequent inspection of the windows
showers) I gained the general impression

When we are tempted to call our present fads fantastic, we need only to think of the rat coiffure, the
high pompadour, the hats with basketsful of fruit atop

that a 1942 costume

of ostrich plumes dangling to the knee to realize that

Perhaps it lacks the dignity or to some degree, the

our present day styles are truly designed not only for
flattery but for practicality as well.

modesty of the old-time ones but these latter characteristics are more than balanced by the good points.
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is far more confortable,

colorful,

simple, and convenient than any creation of the past.

To illustrate the first advantage, comfort, I might

cite the dainty Chinese slipper, five sizes too small, the

starched, stiff collar, or the bustle. Obviously, to be well-

dressed in former days meant to be maimed, or at least
choked. But today, one can be in step with fashion
and still be comfortable.
Color in garments seems to be of rather modern
development. Clothing in the past tended to be sedate,
with the natural color of the wool or linen prevalent
among the poorer classes because of expense and
scarcity of dyes. Today’s rainbow of colors is far more
pleasing to the eyes.
Lace, ruffle, and other frills of a comparatively recent
period would not be suited to the hustle of today.
Simpler, sturdier clothing is in style, especially since
the current emergency.

However, convenience is the most obvious advantage

of the modern over the old fashioned. Our clothes are
suited to our mode of life. If I had been wearing the
Knight's armor Sunday, I would still be polishing the
rust off. But imagine my plight if I’d have happened
to get a pebble inside my shoe of mail. To remove it
would be like dismantling a battleship single-handed.
Sneaking around Alumni hall after “lights-out” would
be impossible.
Indeed we are fortunate to be living in the twentieth
century—as babies to wear comfortable, burdenless
clothes instead of Mother Hubbard night-gowns, as
men and women to wear clothes suited to our tempo
of living instead of the costumes of even a few decades
ago, and as corpses to be buried in what we lived in,
instead of coarse, solemn

shrouds.

—Roserr

HveEts.

THE GREEN FEATHER
It was only a feather in her hat,
But just to her it was more than that.
It was green and bright like a parrot’s tail,
And as gaudy as a fire sale.
‘The lady who wore it had sparkly eyes,
‘That were gray and blue like evening skies.
Her cheeks were wrinkled with many years,
But the lines were from laughing, not from tears.
Her dress was just a somber black,
And neatly mended down the back.
It had seen the wear of many a year,
But had style and cloth that was fine and sheer.
Every pleat was pressed just right,
And her lacy collar was purest white.
Her shoes were black and ankle-high
And spoke of days long since gone bye.
The little lady was gray and old,
And on her finger was a band of gold,
The only jewelry that she had,
But it didn’t seem to make her sad.
Old and worn, and black and clean,

‘The plainest old lady I’ve ever seen.
Her hair was neatly in a knot,
Her clothes were of a style forgot.
Her hat, too, was of plainest black,

With just a little veil in black,
But perched on top like a flag in July
Was a bright little feather, flaunted high.
It was as green as Spring and so bright to see,

You wonder how it could ever be

Perched on top the lady in black
Dressed so primly from front to back.
So I guess to her ’twas a touch of “new”
A dash of brilliant sparkling hue.
It was youth and life; it was young and bright.

It gave her a sparkling inner light,

To know she was wearing clover-green,
The brightest green I’ve ever seen.
It was only a feather in her hat,
But just to her it was more than that.
—JANE

Borinc.
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(Continued

from

page

eight)

aged foods. The barrel and bulk type of selling formerly
used is no longer attractive to buyers.
The grocer of today believes in getting people into
his store. He depends on his merchandise and prices to
do the rest. He also caters to the individual. “To
entice the customer into his store, the owner applies
extensive advertising and such personal conveniences

frozen foods assure the family of fresh fruits and
vegetables throughout the entire year with minimum
effort. Because

of the many

political, social, and busi-

ness activities that women engage in today, they have
less time to spend in the home and kitchen, therefore
they demand ready-to-serve foods, delicious, and easy
to prepare.

There are many types of grocery stores now in opera-

as comfortable chairs, cold drinks, rest rooms and lunch

tion: national chains, local chains, independents, volun-

counters.”

tary groups, and small neighborhood stores. But the
stores that do most of the food business today are
those that have joined the parade of progress that
marches forward in a highly cornpetitive business
world.

(The Progressive Grocer, 1938, p. 42.)

Modern grocery stores are air-conditioned and open
air markets with luscious, cool displays of fruits and
vegetables make summer shopping a delight. Quick-
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A Fable
@ By Jack JONEs

No comment needed.

Alexander
six years old
automobile
beach at the

was
his
and
local

a Baby Dog. One day when he was
Master bundled him into the family
took him out to the local bathing
lake. Purely as a scientific experiment

Alexander was unceremoniously tossed into the cold,
clear waters of the lake.
Now

Alexander

had

never

seen

water

before,

since

his master had raised him, also purely as scientific ex-

periment, on a carefully chosen diet of several of the
more popular brands of dog food, with a liquid diet
consisting of huge quantities of Bourbon, Scotch, Rye,
and Gin, with Champagne on special occasions.
The experiment of tossing Alexander into the water

was to find out what would happen when an animal
who had never seen water was suddenly confronted
with huge quantities of it. And when Alexander was

thrown into the water there were crowds and throngs
of scientists, and psychologists, and sociologists, and
especially social psychologists who were gathered to
observe, and take notes, and make observations on the

experiment, which would, said the assembled men of
science, probably rate as one of the classy, super experiments of all time.

So Alexander was thrown unceremoniously into the
water, and instinctively he began to swim, and he
gurgled and sputtered and gasped for breath and swam
to shore with no more

fuss and bother than usually

Alexander would go through the motions of swimming.
And the sociologists were worried about Alexander’s
health and wondered if he had suffered any ill effects

from the whole experiment. And the social psychologists didn’t quite know just what to make of the whole
thing. But Alexander was not concerned with their

ravings, and he went quietly about his own business
and his case history shows that he lived to a mellow
old age, happy and contented, and died eventually of
the D.T,’s.
Archibald was the control for the experiment. He
was also a baby dog and lived on a carefully planned
diet of various dog foods, with huge quantities of water

to drink at each meal. He was frequently given baths,
and in general H2O made life miserable for him, what
with frequent swims, showers, and plunges. On the

fateful day of the experiment Archbald was contentedly
munching his evening snack when his foot slipped and
he took a header into his tub of distilled water and he
got considerably wet in the process. Notwithstanding
his previous experience he developed double pneumonia with complications and died several days later.
And the scientists hailed this as a noble experiment.
And the psychologists wanted to see if ringing a bell
would make any difference to Archibald, but it didn’t.

And the sociologists blamed his environment. And
the social psychologists didn’t quite know what to
think.

accompanied his daily ‘Tom Collins.
Now the scientists hailed this as a proof of maturation.
And the psychologists wanted to ring bells and see if
Page eighteen

Moral:
Hang your clothes on a hickory limb, but
don’t go near the water!
—JACK JONES.

The Sun Dial
@ By Anne
The writer presents you
tory of the sun dial.

with

a brief his-

until they were practically everywhere. Aulus Gellius
in Chapter
ascribes to

follows:
HE first timekeeper or rather time indicator to
be used was without doubt the sun-dial. Herodotus, a Greek historian of the fifth century B. C.
states that the sun-dial came from Babylonia. There
are other

lines

of evidence

as well,

so that it is safe

to conclude that the sun-dial was in use in the valleys
of the Tigris and the Euphrates at least as early as
2000 B. C. From there the knowledge of its spread to
all parts of the world—to India and China, to Egypt
and Palestine, and eventually to Greece and Rome.
The first mention of a particular sun-dial is in
the eighth verse of the thirty-eighth chapter of Isaiah.
“Behold, I will bring again the shadow of the lines
by which it is now gone down in the sun-dial of Ahaz
with the sun ten lines backward. And the sun returned ten lines, by the degrees by which it was gone

down.” A great deal has been written on the possible
form

of the

sun-dial,

but

the

fact still remains

that

we have no definite information. It must have been
very early observed that the shadow cast by a vertical
object such as a tree, changed its length and its direction in the course of a day and thus could be used
to subdivide the day and measure time. The next
step was almost an obvious one. A rod or staff placed
vertically in the ground would be much better than
a natural object, as its shadow would be much more
definite and sharply defined. Then a series of terraced
steps were perhaps arranged about the rod or stones
and were placed in suitable positions so that the length
and direction of the shadow could be better observed
and behold—a primitive sun-dial was in existence.

J. Pucu
3, Book 3, quotes some lines which he
Plautus. An English translation is as

(“Time

and

Timekeepers,”

Willis

I.

Milham).
“The gods confound the man who first found out
How to distinguish hours—confound him, too,

Who in this place set up a sun-dial,
To cut and hack my days so wretchedly
Into small pieces! When I was a boy,
My belly was my sun-dial—one more sure,
Truer, and more exact than any of them.
This dial told me when ’twas proper time
To go to dinner, when I ought to eat;
But, now-a-days, why even when I have,
I can’t fall to, unless the sun gives leave.
The town’s so full of these confounded dials,

The greater part of its inhabitants,
Shrunk up with hunger, creep along the street.”
Plautus died in 184 B. C. so that sun-dials
have been very common in his time.

must

At the present time one almost never sees the remains of a Roman sun-dial in connection with Roman
ruins, and there are extremely few in the museums.
The marvel is how completely they were all destroyed.
During the early Middle Ages sun-dials continued
to be fairly common, although very few of them have
been preserved to the present day.
During

the

sixteenth

and

seventeenth

centuries

much greater interest was taken in the theory and
construction of sun-dials, and many books appeared
on dialing or the art of making sun-dials.

The sun-dial was known in Greece as early as 400
or 500 B. C. and in later times increased greatly in
the number and variety of its forms. The statement
from the Greeks. The first sun-dial mentioned at
Rome was one placed by Papirius Cursor in the court

Today sun-dials are not seen as often as they should
be. They have ceased to be important and are only
interesting and constructive. At present, new modern
ones are found in public parks, on college campuses,
or in the gardens of elaborate country estates. Old

of the Temple of Quirinus in 293 B. C. The number

ones have been renovated and replaced and are ven-

of dials in Rome

erated only on account of their historic associations.

is often made that the Romans learned of sun-dials

must

have

increased

very

rapidly
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THE STONE ROLLED

BACK

Have stranger missions come from heaven—
An angel sent from God’s own throne,
Gabriel, even one of seven,
Dispatched on earth to move a stone?
Martin

McMurtrey.
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POTPOURRI
INSTRUCTIONS ON THE
OPERATION OF A P. B. X.
BOARD
The reader will recognize
are abbreviations for Private
a telephone board necessary
tution that has many calls
P. B. X. boards vary in size,

sion phone
other type
secured by
its natural

that the letters P. B. X.
Branch Exchange which is
for any company or insticoming in at one time.
depending upon the num-

ber of main trunk lines coming in, which is determined

by the size of the business. The main trunk lines carry
all incoming calls, while the attendant trunks are
merely the media for intra-company communications.
For the prospective operator there are certain fundamental rules that must be learned and practiced. All
calls are answered and connections made by means of
cords. The cords are in pairs, the front cord always
being used to answer incoming calls and the back cord
to connect with the party being called. In answering
intra-company calls on the attendant trunk lines either

cord can be used, but my

suggestion would

be to

answer them with the back cord nearest the trunk.
The main reason for this suggestion is that one can
then use the front cord in placing calls on main trunk
lines and thus, when necessary, complete communications over city and long distance lines without removing
the back cord.
On a P. B. X. board there are two rows of keys, both
of which may be used in ringing the desired extensions. ‘The rows of ringing keys correspond with the
rows of cords; that is, the back row of keys ring the
back row of cords and the front row of keys, the
front row of cords. To ring you merely pull forward
on the desired key.
To facilitate operation of the board there are two
types of supervisions which inform the operator when
a communication is completed. One of these types
consists of supervisory lights of three alternating colors,

has been again placed upon the hook. The
of supervision is by a dial tone which is
opening the back key and restoring it to
position and then opening the front key to

see whether the dial tone is on.
Accuracy and speed are both essential in the board’s
operation; therefore, in order to be an efficient operator

one must acquaint himself with every detail and also
know all the extension numbers without having to

look for them.
In taking information from any ene who desires to
make a long distance call it is very important that the
proper information be secured; there should be no
guess work. To make a long distance call you simply
dial the zero “O” and this will give you the long distance operator; give her the city and number desired
or the name of the person if it is to be a person to
person call. In case the company keeps a record of all

calls to check against the monthly telephone bill you
should ask for the charge to be reported back at the

time the call is placed.
There are certain precautions that must be observed.
Be careful not to get your finger on the wrong key at
any time and ring someone in the ear; refrain from
using loud conversation to make anyone hear. Speak
in your natural conversational voice and enunciate distinctly. Raising the voice does not make it carry
better. It is unnecessary to speak loudly if your lips
are close to the mouthpiece. A loud voice is difficult
to understand over the telephone and is often annoying.
—-Harry ECKELs.
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EDUCATION ACCELERATION

The University of Dayton, along with the other
colleges and universities of our nation, has acknowledged a state of total war, and resolved to use all avail-

able facilities to defeat our enemies.

white, green and red. These lights correspond in color
with the cords with which they are in line. The light

A plan

of educational

acceleration

is being

inaugu-

is automatically turned off when the call is answered

rated which will enable students to complete a four-

and is turned on again after the receiver of the exten-

year course in three years. Students who
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are being de-

ferred by their draft boards until completion of their
education will be obliged to take this course. Other
students who are capable of carrying a heavier load
will be urged to do so.
Although no definite plans have yet been formulated, one thing is certain, there will be no lowering
of entrance requirements or of graduation requirements. We students are glad of this. We want our
degrees to mean something. We do not want this
acceleration program to mean that we shall be less
thorough in our studies. Let us not be contented to
skim over our lessons and to do them in slipshod
fashion.

Barber shops no longer have quartets to entertain
their patrons; however, friendly arguments, interesting
conversation and the exchange of gossip did not go out
with the individual shaving mug. Particularly is this
true in the case of small neighborhood shops where
everyone knows everyone else. I have seldom left a shop
without chuckling over a bit of humor or pondering
over something said.
Perhaps it was because of envy of men having their
hair cut at the barber shop that some business-minded:
woman
originated
its feminine
counterpart—the
bobbed style and the beauty salon.
—Rosert

It will not be easy for any of us to complete a fouryear course in three years. Some of us will have financial difficulties. There will be little opportunity for
outside employment because our schedules will be
much heavier. Our task ahead is not an easy one. If
we learn in three years what we would ordinarily take
four years to learn, we shall have to cut down on the
time alloted for loafing, and concentrate on our studies
with more energy than ever.
—Marie

DRISscOoLu.
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BARBER

SHOP

REBUTTAL

I must be of a different character than Homer E.
Dybvig. In his article in the January Exponent he confessed, “I hate to get my hair cut.” But I like hair cuts.
Perhaps it can be traced back to the fact that my first
hair cuts were administered by a barber who, instead
of cutting my ear or pulling my hair, gave candy sticks
to children who sat still.
Although I do not get my hair cut too frequently—
or apply hair grower to hasten my enjoyment—it gives
me a delightful feeling of anticipation when I enter a
barber shop. When the barber calls “next” I step up
into the chair, a comfortable, adjustable throne. The
robes of honor are placed about ine and the barber
begins his work.
First comes the buzzing tickling sensation of the
electric clipper. Hair along my neck is then shaved.
Next the barber evens up the job with his scissors,
applies tonic and puts on the finishing touches. ‘The
hair that has taken two or three weeks to grow is
quickly and painlessly trimmed!

HvueEts.

wej—te
Dear Girls of U. D.,

Again comes the time to have a little show-down
with you. The subject of this infermal meeting concerns the bracelet with which you girls adorn your

arms.
Now mind you I am not against ali the bracelets you
wear, but I despise the one which contains all those
little hearts dangling from it. Some are extremely noisy
when any bodily movement is made.
When you are in class this disturbance causes quite
a few of the professors’ valuable information to be lost
to our ears. We have a lot of money invested in our
education and we would like very much to be able to
understand every word that the professors tell us, but
since you persist in wearing this trinket, our investment
is somewhat nullified.
Now I will not argue the point that you have a right
to an education as well as I have, but you have no good
reason to wear this annoying bracelet during class
hours. If you so desire I have no objection .to: ‘your
wearing it while on dates, but for the sake of others
please don’t wear it during school time.
I am sure the boys of U. D. will agree with my side
of the argument, so let’s use a little courtesy and leave
that annoying bracelet in the locker or at home, if you
will, please.
I remain yours for a more cooperative U. D. student
body,
Sincerely,

—Jor COLLEcE.
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Book

Reviews
VICTORY

Father Jordan did very much in forwarding the work

of the Catholic Press. His work consisted mainly in

By H. J. Heacney
Catholic

Literary

Guild

V for Victory, With a vim, vigor, and a vehemence
John Baptist Jordan went after Victory. This man of
God was victorious on many occasions. One victory
after another

followed:

victories

over

the

world,

sin,

and the devil. His victories were meaningful and lasting. “A just man shall speak of victory.” Victory is a
most fitting title the author gave to this book.

the Apostolate of the Press. The Apostolic Teaching
Society was the name formerly given the Society of the
Divine Savior.
Come learn of true Victory and patriotism in these
pages of the printed press.
—Norman Hamn.
w5—te

TRAIL’S END

Here we have a historical novel of the life of Father
Jordan, Read this “fictionized biography” of John
Baptist Jordan. The principal characters and the events
are true, historically. Little incidentals relative to the

life of Father Jordan are treated fictionally.
The book is easy reading, and one can move along
rapidly in reading the ten-page chapters. There are
twenty-four chapters in all. Should you read it? Surely,
for each and all will be the better for it after having
read it.
Father Jordan (1848-1918), founder of the Society of
the Divine Savior (Salvatorians), was a great man of
his day. We can readily see this from the work he left

to posterity. His spirit lives on in his works.
You will read the life of a man whose personality
will fascinate you as it fascinated many in his time. See
how he overcomes obstacles, difficulties, hardships, and

trials. Then see how weak and cowardly you are, and
draw your conclusions and resolutions—toward Victory.
This man of God began life in a poor family living
on a small farm in the little town of Gurtweil, Baden,
in southern Germany. His life went on during troublesome times: during Bismarck’s Kulturkampf.

By Leo Murruy
Catholic Literary Guild
Trail’s End, a tale of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police in the Catholic land of Evangeline, is a very
simple story. I will go still further and say that it is
juvenile and the attempted suspense and_ exciting
climax are very unexciting to the adult reader.
The setting is laid in Arcadia on the western shores
of Nova Scotia. Modern life has not destroyed the
natural simplicity of these people, descendents of the
French pioneers. In an age of changing standards they
will preserve their Old World charm and a loyalty to
principles which makes them a truly Catholic people.
The descriptions of their simple life and customs are
quaint and charming. The characters, except for the
smugglers, are all good, kind, honest people. In fact
Clarice, the heroine,

there was ever
trusting as she.

is too, too sweet and

anyone

in

life

as

I doubt

innocent

and

if

as

The dialogue is rather awkward and unnatural. Even
when overcome by the greatest emotion the characters
never really break down and talk like ordinary people.

Through work and study, faith and prayer he accomplished all that he did. His advice is to “trust in

It seems odd that on the night of his engagement to

God and do your duty even if you see no way out.” In

Clarice, accompanied by manifestations of his undying

so many

love

ways his life resembles that of Father Cham-

inade who was also a founder of a
some

sixty

years

zealous workers.
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before

Father

religious society

Jordan.

Both

were

for

her,

that

Stanley

Morse

would

suddenly

go

thousands of miles away without first seeing her and
explaining

the reason

for his sudden

almost certain that he is in some

departure.

One

is

way working on the

case of the mysterious legless man who turns out to be
the leader of the smugglers. The reader is not at all
surprised when Morse makes his dramatic entrance into
court and gives testimony proving the guilt of Marsh,
the legless man. The hero is cleared of all the suspicions
and false accusations which the supposedly charitable
people were so eager to hurl upon him after his hasty
disappearance and prologed absence.
I was disappointed when I finally learned about the
ring. All through the book Stanley promised Clarice
that his aunt would tell him the story of the engagement ring when they were about to be married. It was
given a terrific build-up. Then came a simple little
story about it being in the family for years. It had no
particular value after all.

scenes

are

wonderfully

executed,

the

butchery

of

Bunker Hill and the defense of Ninety-Six, the most
vivid.
It is a book showing the loyalty to the traditions of
the crown, yet it is American through and through.
Wiswell represents the young American element who
loved peace and so figured as loyalists.
The author’s talents are definitely with the swift
narrative of war and struggle. The ever beating of
exciting events never lets up. He is the master of vivid
scenes, actually making the poorest imagination watch
those redcoats rise and fall on that green carpet of

Bunker Hill. His scenes in Paris might have been left
out but the defense of Ninety-Six in those hot days

when the rebels pounded through is an episode I will
Trail’s End has a joyous ending. The hero and the
heroine get married, have a cottage with roses and
vines climbing over it, and live happily ever after. ‘The
book is refreshing in the sense that it is decidedly clean
and wholesome. A Christian tone prevails throughout
the entire book. It is good to read about such charming, peaceful people, especially in these troubled times.
—CONNIE

Doubleday, Doran
It all began on one April night in 1775. Oliver Wiswell, twenty-two and a conservative son of a Massachusetts attorney, when riding from Yale to the bedside of his stricken father saw a gang of men destroying
everything of his Tory neighbor. Wiswell risked his
neck and saved a tarred and feathered man. He hated
these excited mobs which he soon found were many
and a growing menace around Boston. He had barely
time to see his half-stricken father and talk to his
sweetheart when the muskets were popping at Concord. He and his peace-loving friends were driven inside Boston. This was the beginning of an eight-year
period of blood and tears—the American Revolution.
All from Lexington to Concord are here. The scene
shifts from point to point—Boston, Halifax, London,
Paris and then to the ravaged southern colonies. Many
historic characters are present and carefully drawn,
such as Gage and Howe and Clinton. History is no

mere background; it is a history with only the hero
incidental
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LIVING CATHOLIC

4701

By Kenneru Roserts

the

Mack.

AUTHORS

By Georce N. Scuuster, S.M.

OLIVER WISWELL

and

—Potiy

SKAPIK.
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Wiswell

never forget.

love

story

added.

The

South

Grand

Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.

This war has stimulated the interest of all in the
South Pacific—an ocean of unnamed islands discovered
by a few adventurers. Now there are scaled maps, airplane views, and all varieties of charts and pictures.
People know almost unpronouncable names as well as
they know the names of the members of their favorite

major league ball club.

In literature too, there are some few Captain Cooks

who explore not islands but books and authors. ‘They
draw maps so that others may find in a few hours what

has taken the explorers their life time to unearth.

Just such a map of Catholic literature is the volume
Living Catholic Authors by Bro. George N. Schuster,
S.M. Before its appearance and that of similar volumes
Catholic works were just myriads of South Sea islands
beaautiful to the few adventurers who had discovered
them but unknown to a countless number who read the
publicized best sellers. The period of discovery is now
over and the period of expansion has arrived. Catholics
have entered every field of literature so that the Catholic readers need no longer to beg the crumbs that fall
from the tables of pagans. For a long time there has

been a need for a synthesis of this vast field of con-

temporary, Catholic literature. Living Catholic Authors
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is that synthesis.

RADIO REPLIES

Catholic literature especially in book form has been
a literature for a select few. There is now a map and
every Catholic ought to be shown this airplane view of
the first line of defense of Catholic truth.

Living Catholic Authors has been designed
as a Catholic supplement to the literature
high school; but it is more than that. It is
and literary work of high value. It is a work
insight. It is a guide to Catholic libraries and
And it is an illustrated and detailed map that
now have for their literature.

especially
course in
an artistic
of critical
librarians.
Catholics

At least 50,000 copies of this volume have been introduced into literature courses throughout America. Units
of several weeks have been organized on this volume
and students are dicovering that Catholic authors write
more than “pale hymns and pious cliches.” Living
Catholic Authors is quite versatile and may be adapted
to any of the four years of high school. It is perhaps at
its best in the eleventh and twelfth year.
There is a reading guide in this work in the form of
book reviews. Often the teacher must advise students
what to read; the priest must advise the layman what
to read. A short explanation and a copy of Living
Catholic Authors would solve the problem. Best sellers
show

that America

does

read, and

Catholic

educators

are responsible for what Catholic America reads.

N.

Schuster,

S.M.,

4701

South

Grand

Blvd.,

St. Louis Mo.
—Martin
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Radio Replies Press
An answer to the modern man’s prayer is what this
work may be called. The modern man, known for his
scepticism, wants a clear and definite answer to his
question, and he will certainly find it in Radio Replies.
By modern man here we mean non-Caholic and Catholic—every one interested in Catholicism in any way
whatever.
Rathers Rumble and Carty have just released the
third and final volume of their series. This work primarily purposes to show forth the truth and consistency
of the Catholic position, and its chief use, therefore,
is to be found in a thorough reading of the text. And
this is not a boring and laborious task. Its logical presentation, and the clear and interesting style make it
quite the contrary. As a reference book and as a manual

for study clubs it is of inestimable value.
The 1364 questions answered in this volume, plus
the great number presented in the other two, do not
intend to be exhaustive. They purpose to solve the
chief

McMurtrey.

difficulties

of

non-Catholics,

to

establish

the

truth of the Catholic Church, and to provide the principles which will prove valid in the solution of all other
possible questions.
Though they may seem to be directed primarily for
the

And yet we teach in our schools authors who are
admittedly pagan, anti-Catholic. Perhaps we point out
some Catholics like Chaucer, Dryden, and Newman
whom it is safe to say Catholics seldom read. Catholic
literature is the one clear stream flowing into the discolored river of English literature. And now we have
a map. Before this map we had an excuse; now we
have only a duty. Address your orders to Brother
George

By RumBLE AND Carty

non-Catholic,

this

book

and

its companions

indeed, of great value for the Catholic
he be uninformed or educated. They
and definite answer of the Church to
which he is often questioned by friend

are,

himself, whether
give him a clear
the points about
and foe alike.

The Problem of Reunion, The Church in Her Moral

Teachings (Mixed Marriages, Divorce, Monastic Life,
etc.), The Church and Social Welfare, are but a few
of the topics discussed.
The price for this third volume is merely a half dollar.
The book and its predecessors can be gotten from
Rumble and Carty, Radio Replies Press, St. Paul,
Minnesota.
—Matruew Koumescuer.
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